476             '       COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS.
piay in pin-              46.   -All pin-holes shall be borctl to fit the pins
Holes*             with a play not exceeding 1-32 inch.
shop Measure-        4^   Shop measurements shall be made between pfnn-Ho?esWeen the bearing edges of tension or compression members, with a proper allowance for the diameter of the pin.' An iron standard of the same temperature as the piece measured shall always be used, ^mshed size,         ^   ^11 pjns sjia]j 5e accurately turned to a
gauge, and shall be of full size throughout. Cleaning and         49.   jn general, all mat€%rial             be cleaned,
2riafBaelforca" and if necessary scraped,  and   given   one  coat   of shipment.      boiled Unseed oil after inspection and before shipment.
Pai"biegsu^c"        5°-   All inaccessible surfaces         be given one faces.e ur    heavy coat of red lead in raw linseed oil before shipment.
MaecahiSedtaf    '     51-   All machined surfaces              lie cleaned,
Surfaces.       oiled and given a heavy coat of white         anc! tallow
after inspection and before shipment.
specifications           c;2.   Sub-contractors are fully hound by these
Sub-c«i-n-    specifications in every respect, and free access and tractors.        information is to be given by them  for thorough inspection of material and workmanship, and all required test pieces, etc., properly shaped, are to l»c provided, as may be requested, without charge.    All shipments of material not properly  insperteel and passed are at the risk of the principal contractor, D?merl§onsd             S3-    ^n a^ cases» figured dimensions on *Iraw-
NO Alterations ings are to be taken in preference to any measure-S?i!ss Auth°r" nients by scale, and no alterations are to }»«* made unless authorized in writing by flic* Chief Engineer or the Engineer of Bridges.
General Clauses.
Proposal.                i.    Bidders  shall  submit   sealed   proposals   in
conformity with the terms named in the letter of invitation. When so required the proposal shall be accompanied by a strain sheet, with full information as to calculated stresses and sixes of all material. 1 2' ^1C contractor shall bear the cost of any suit which may arise, and shall pay all flamages which may he awarded in consequence of the use by said contractor of any patented device in the construction of any bridge or other work under these specifications and for the use of Use Pennsylvania Railroad Company.

